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Alpine & Pine Setup for Exchange  

Caution 

For best results ICT recommends using a Microsoft supported mail client. They are designed to be 
compatible with all the functionality the server offers, including calendaring, task list, note taking 
and address book synchronization. It can also securely share items between multiple devices and 
users.  
 
Also, Outlook 2010+ for Windows and Outlook 2016+ for Mac is required for direct access to 
your personal Online Archive; a private mailbox were older items are automatically moved to. 
These items can be access without a native Outlook client installed via 
https://webmail.sydney.edu.au.  
 
A request can be lodged with the Service Desk to extend or turn the archiving feature off (data 
is still backed up to guard against server failure and accidental deletion). This allows more data 
to be stored in the primary mailbox and visible through IMAP (up to 50 GB). For larger 
mailboxes performance degradation occurs as practical hardware limitations come into play. We 
understand that such a tradeoff might be necessary under certain usage situations.    
 
The IMAP and SMTPS connections to our Exchange server are provided as is. Our current testing 
indicates that this setup works as of 30/3/2017. We cannot guarantee future clients will continue 
to remain compatible with Exchange. You’re welcome to try it but your mileage may vary. We 
would prefer that you check out our Outlook guides over at Ask Sydney.  
 
Additionally, this guide assumes that Alpine is being setup for the first time.  If you have an 
existing account or wish to use multiple email addresses you may need to modify these 
instructions. If you wish to merge these settings into your current configuration the relevant .pinerc 
lines are at the bottom of this guide.  
 

Office 365 Pilot 

As of June 2017, several staff members are trialing Office 365. For those in this pilot, IMAP can 
still be used. There is a different server name, but setup steps, port and security settings in the 
rest of this guide are the same. The server addresses are currently outlook.office365.com for 
IMAP and smtp.office365.com for SMTP. 
 

Conventions 

Text inside square brackets indicates the button to press to perform an action. For example, 
“[M]ain Menu” means press the [M] key to enter the main menu.  
 
For items with “Name” substitute in your preferred name. For items with “first.last” substitute in 
your primary email alias, generally this is in the form of “firstname.lastname”.  
 

Alpine IMAP Settings 

1. [M]ain Menu 
2. [S]etup 
3. collection[L]ists 
4. [A]dd Cltn 

Nickname : UniSydney (personal preference) 
Server  : email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au 

 

https://webmail.sydney.edu.au/
https://intranet.sydney.edu.au/services/it-phones/get-help.html
http://staff.ask.sydney.edu.au/app/answers/detail/a_id/709/
http://staff.ask.sydney.edu.au/app/answers/list
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/POP-and-IMAP-settings-for-Outlook-Office-365-for-business-7fc677eb-2491-4cbc-8153-8e7113525f6c
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/POP-and-IMAP-settings-for-Outlook-Office-365-for-business-7fc677eb-2491-4cbc-8153-8e7113525f6c
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[Ctrl] + e[X]it to apply then [E]xit Setup 
 

Alpine SMTPS & Interface Setup 

1. [M]ain Menu 
2. [S]etup 
3. [C]onfig 

Personal Name    : “Name” 
User Domain   : sydney.edu.au 
SMTP Server (for sending)  : 
 email.sydney.edu.au:587/tls/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au 
 
Inbox Path: 

{email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}inbox 
 

Default Fcc (File carbon copy): 
 {email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}Sent Items 
 
Postponed Folder:  
 {email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}Drafts  
 
Trash Folder: 
 {email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}Deleted Items 

 
Some of these items are options and can be set in the “From” rule below instead.  
 

Alpine From: Setup  

This is required in Alpine to send. You might be able to skip this step in older versions of pine and 
instead change your default From: email address to <first.last@sydney.edu.au>.  
 

1. [M]ain Menu 
2. [S]etup 
3. [R]ules 
4. [R]oles 
5. [A]dd 

Nickname  : All Sent Items 

 
Use down arrow to skip forward to “ACTIONS BEGIN HERE” 
 
Sent From   : Name <first.last@sydney.edu.au> 
Set Fcc   : 
 {email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}Sent Items 
 
Use SMTP Server :  
 email.sydney.edu.au:587/tls/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au 
 
Reply Use  : Without confirmation 
Forward Use  : Without confirmation 
Compose Use  : Without confirmation 

 
[E]xit Setup and commit changes twice.  
 

.pinerc Configuration Lines 

Below is the configuration lines from .pinerc if you’d rather edit this by hand. Change “Name” 
and “first.last” to your name and default email alias (generally first.last name).  
 
personal-name="Name" 
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user-domain=sydney.edu.au 
 
smtp-server=email.sydney.edu.au:587/tls/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au 
 
inbox-path={email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}inbox 
 
default-fcc={email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}Sent Items 
 
default-saved-msg-
folder={email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}Archive 
 
postponed-folder={email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}Drafts 
 
trash-folder={email.sydney.edu.au:993/ssl/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au}Deleted Items 
 
patterns-roles=LIT:pattern="/NICK=All items/FLDTYPE=EMAIL" action="/ROLE=1/FROM=Name 
<first.last@sydney.edu.au>/FCC={email.sydney.edu.au:993\/ssl\/user=first.last@sydney.e
du.au}Sent 
Items/SMTP=email.sydney.edu.au:587\/tls\/user=first.last@sydney.edu.au/RTYPE=NC/FTYPE=
NC/CTYPE=NC" 
 


